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Dear Active Citizens,
Season’s Greetings to you and with profound elation, I welcome you to a very prosperous year. I am positive that 2021 
indeed holds the best for you as you tap into the numerous opportunities accompanied with the year.

I am most honoured and highly exultant to address you, distinguished members of JCI Nigeria, as the 50th President of 
our prestigious national organization. I extend profound appreciation for staking your confidence in me by voting me to 
lead you in service during the 2020 National convention that took place in Lagos. Your great commitments to the 
progress of JCI Nigeria is not without notice and the realization of the enormous task ahead in strive for excellence as 
we Collaborate for Impact, is greatly acknowledged.

The year 2020 was not without its own hurdles; however, we will not fail to celebrate our many successes and the 
sustainable impacts we made as an organization. We all deserve some accolades for the great feats accomplished in the 
year 2020, and more appreciation goes to the 2020 team for the laudable strides taken to deliver the organization to 
greater heights and also for ensuring a smooth transition.
 
We will not be stuck in the victories of the past. We plan to achieve greater feats in 2021 in the realisation of the 
NEW that the year has in stock. We will in high hopes set new stakes, draw new objectives and explore new 
opportunities through impact-full collaborations.
 
Our organization holds the revered status of a penchant for excellence and impactful leadership, and this we hope to 
sustain this year as the 2021 team Collaborate with synergy to create Impact with that touch of excellence.
 
The 2021 team boasts of the finest and well seasoned as well as auspicious impact makers positioned strategically in all 
relevant spheres of the organization to deliver.

The members of the 2021 National Board have been groomed and well oriented, courtesy of the all encompassing and 
comprehensive Officers Training School in November, 2020. Indeed the energy is high and the ball has already been 
set in motion for a promising year.
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JCI Four Areas of Opportunities

The prevailing circumstances in the world today has called for the need for strategic actions and for organizations to seek 
new ways to navigate this peculiar period in the world in order to forge ahead. JCI as an organization has adopted the 
Four Areas of Opportunities as a strategy to make head ways and continue to make positive impact.

The individual stands critical to the achievement of any meaningful 
venture. Therefore, in attaining any form of progress, individual 
growth and development is consequential. JCI based on its widely 
known traditional value of leadership, will carry out activities that 
create opportunities for individuals to develop and exhibit 
their leadership potentials.

The current global economic downturns created by the 
strains of severalsocio, political and health crises 

have seen the need for urgent actions inrevamping 
the economies of nations. JCI will through this framework create

opportunities for businesses and entrepreneurship in particular to 
thrive, astrepreneurship has been recognised as a 

promising alternative to boost the global economy 
due to its innovative nature.

Individual
growth

Business &
Entrepreneurship

The community is where actions begin. JCI is committed to taking 
innovative and sustainable actions in communities 
through innovative community projects. 

Collaboration helps to accelerate progress due to the diverse and 
broad opportunities in maximizing potentials that each actor is

 able to offer. As borders are becoming less defined and nations are 
beginning to share common problems, thus making them global issues,

 JCI recognises the need for international cooperation,
as this will help nations to make progress in the challenges 

that bedevil them.

Community 
Action

International 
Cooperation



The tool the organization adopts to execute this strategy is the JCI Action Framework which aims to 
Review, Execute, Develop and Analyze.
All active citizens in JCI Nigeria and across the world are expected to take sustainable initiatives in 
fulfilling the JCI mandate by putting this strategy to action. 



The Road Map for JCI Nigeria in 2021   











2021 IS A YEAR OF COMMITMENT, TEAMWORK AND COLLABORATION

JCI Nigeria will carry out its flagship projects while bringing partners with expertise in the program field. 
The organization is in the process of bringing on board the Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports 
Development as key partners in 2021 as well as the Federal Road Safety Corps among others.

Economic Summit and Youth Empowerment Projects:

The increase in the rate of youth unemployment in Nigeria set at 13.9 percent by Statistic in 2020 is 
becoming quite alarming. JCI Nigeria will promote transatlantic trade by carrying out an economic 
summit in partnership with Government Representatives, Development Banks, Bank of Industry, 
Chamber of Commerce in and outside Nigeria, as well as investors from Nigeria, Japan, Jordan and 
South Africa. The Economic summit will receive the participation of at least 1000 people with a 
minimum of 10 percent pitching their business ideas and showcasing their business potentials. 
Alongside, youth empowerment (leadership and entrepreneurship) programs will be carried out across 
the six geopolitical zones of Nigeria, with over 13000 youths targeted in all.

 
Defensive Driving:
 
In a bid to stem the increased rate of road  accidents estimated to be the fifth leading cause of death by 
2030, according to WHO, JCI Nigeria will in partnership with the Federal Road Safety Corps, will host road 
safety advocacy campaign as well as incorporation of members as road marshals.

JCI Nigeria Mobile Application: 

This project is a response to adapting to the current changes of restrictions to physical activities as well as
enable ease of access to opportunities for members and non members alike in a well integrated app with 
unique features.

Youth Summit and TOYP: 

The traditional IYD and TOYP programs will be hosted to celebrate outstanding youths in their 
sphere of influence

World Clean Up Day and Go Green Project:
 
The increase in global emissions with the global climate clock estimated seven years ultimatum to 
mitigate climate change actions before severity sets in. Actions geared towards climate change mitigation 
actions is at the top of the organization’s activities through the planting of about 100,000 trees alongside 
environment cleaning and waste management initiatives.
 
Membership Expansion and Growth Retention: 

The organization will undertake collegiate and national secretariat reform to help drive 
membership growth.



JCI Nigeria Strategy Committee:
  
As part of the focus of JCI Nigeria this year, a Strategy Committee will be set up with a mandate to wholly 
examine the organization trajectory in the last five years and comes up with another 5years (2022 - 2026) 
development plan as we strive in our goal to connect sectors of the society.
 
The members of the committee are as follows:

JCI Senator Richard Babajide Ojo – Chairman
JCI Senator Adeniyi Abd.Rasheed Balogun
JCIN.Amb.Onyinyechukwu Mbelodogu
JCI Senator Kayode Ayedogbon
JCIN. Amb. Stanley Nwosu
JCIN Amb.Attairu Bala Abdullahi
JCIN.Amb. Oluwatoyin Atanda
JCIN.Amb. Muhammed Kusharki
JCIN.Amb. Gamaliel Tanimomo
ADVISERS:
JCI Senator Iyiola Folayan
JCI Senator Kola Osinowo
 

Collegiate Structure Reform Committee:

During my humble beginning as collegiate member in the early 2000, the organization was the best in 
ranking in almost highest institutions we have presence but the story has really changed though very 
few collegiate local organizations still maintained this enviable height. This year, we will take steps to 
revive the collegiate structure back to what it used to be in the past in terms of knowledge, passion and 
good understanding of ideals and principles of the organization.

The members of the committee are as follows:

JCI Senator Adedokun Henry – Chairman
JCIN.Amb.Wale Bakare
JCIN Amb. Adeyanju Adeonipekun
JCIN.Amb. Blessing Anyawa
JCIN.Amb. AdebisiI Yetunde
JCIN Amb. Kenwve Mukoro
Uti Inyang
Mariam Bamalli
Musa Gambo



2021 JCI Africa and the Middle East National Presidents Meeting COC: 
  
It is no more news that our national organization will be hosting National Presidents in Africa and 
The Middle East between Jan. 22nd – 24th in the city of Abeokuta. I have honour to present young 
men and women who have been saddled with the responsibility of putting this event together.

The members of the committee are as follows:

JCIN.Amb. Oluwatoyin Atanda – Chairman
JCIN. Amb. Leke Odubote
JCIN Amb. Temi Alade-Mustapha
JCIN.Amb. Sandra Ekene Efemuaye
JCIN.Amb. Ajayi Oliver Ayodele
Ajibola Bakare
Bukunmi Abimbola 
Hassan Muhsin
Tunji Aminu
Olajumoke Adeola
Abel Badmus
Cynthia Odoh
Wilson Muyiwa
Kafidipe Sherrif
Adeyemo Adeonipekun – Executive Secretary, JCI Nigeria

ADVISERS:
JCI Senator Dayo Niyi-Idowu
JCI Senator Charles Onyibe
Bisi Ogunwale

JCI Nigeria Permanent Secretariat Project:

The 2020 Team successfully set the ball rolling by initiating the purchase of a land measuring 2500 
square meter at New Makun City, along Lagos/Ibadan Express way for JCI Nigeria Permanent 
Secretariat. The national organization will consolidate on the achievement of 2020 by concluding the 
purchase of the land and develop the project into two phases 
(Administrative and Multi-Purpose building). We will work with other stakeholders within our 
organization to execute and achieve the first phase in year 2021.
Permanent Secretariat building committee will be chair by one of our distinguished 
JCI Senator ‘Dayo Niyi Idowu (DNI) and we will not lose sight of this project until we get it done 
because it is important for us to take decisive action in year 2021 on our National Secretariat Building.
Other Committee members will be communicated later.
 



TRAINING ADVISORY COUNCIL 
  
In line with Policy21-4, The President shall appoint Training Advisory Council made up of minimum 
Certified National Trainers level to support the Training Director. The council shall establish all policies, 
improve training quality, develop new training courses and resolved training related issues.

Members of the committee are as follows:
JCI Senator Kayode Ayedogbon  Chairman
Precious Adeho     Member
Segun Aina     Member
Niniola Grace     Member
Director of Skill Development  Member
Executive Secretary   Member

CAN YOU HELP US? 

2021 board aimed to harness the strengths and abilities of others from different sectors of the society 
to scale up our innovation and solve complex challenges.
We therefore request that you join us to make these happen by connecting us with Organizations 
(like Government entity/agencies, Banks, international agencies, Embassies, Google Nigeria, 
Telecoms Companies, Building Materials industry etc. 
Our request from these establishments will be for them to partner with us as their company’s 
CSR in any of our projects and programs for the year as we collaborate for impact.

 
Dear JCI Nigeria Members, The rich African proverbs have it, that ‘a hand cannot lift a luggage to the 
head which implies that there is need for concerted efforts to make these a reality. Therefore, this is a 
call for Collaboration from each and every one of us to work together to create that better that we 
crave for. Since, none of us, in the words of Ken Blanchard, is as smart as all of us. 
Because in working together, we move forward, and when this happens, success will take care of itself.

Finally CFI is a movement and the symbol for the year 2021 theme “Collaborate for Impact”. 
Collaboration is not a new concept in the world of corporate organization. It is the cornerstone of 
effective transformation and meaningful partnerships. It is about joint Action, working with others to 
achieve shared Goals.

#CFI is commitment
#CFI is Teamwork
#CFI is Collaboration

Season’s Greetings once again.
I wish you all a prosperous and a collaboratively impactful year.

Collaborating with you……

Yours in Service
Abiola OLORUNNISOLA
50th PRESIDENT
JCI NIGERIA


